January
Fifth General Meeting
Month in Review
Reminders

If you haven’t done so already….

- Sign up to be a member on our website (ieee.orgs.wvu.edu/membership)
- Join our Slack team (wvuieee.slack.com)
- Pay dues for club benefits ($20)
Overview
Hour Status

**SAC Hour total:** 282.74 hours

**IEEE Hour total:** 413.64 hours

*These are just the hours recorded on our website!*

Statler IEEE SAC Total: **429.00 hours**

*Last updated 1/11/2018 at 12:07 PM*
Upcoming IEEE and Statler Events

- IEEE officer elections are next meeting!
  - Applicants can pick between first-preferred and second-preferred positions
  - Certain positions (secretary, public outreach coordinator, social chair) will begin effective immediately
Upcoming IEEE and Statler Events

- **Spring General Meetings**
  Held on Thursdays at 5:00pm on the following dates
  - January 11th
    - NASA IV&V
  - February 8th
    - Officer Elections
  - March 8th
    - Northrup Grumman
  - April 12th
    - NAVAIR
    - Ice Cream Social
Upcoming IEEE and Statler Events

- Celebrate Frankenstein***
  
  **Saturday, Jan 27th, 9:00am-1:00 pm | Mountaineer Mall**
  
  Celebration of Mary Shelley’s *Frankenstein*. Around 7 volunteers are needed.
  
  List of duties
  
  ○ Help with activities

  Volunteers should arrive around 9 am (the event begins at 10 am) to familiarize themselves with the activities. [Signup](#) will be included in the Recap and next Weekly Update.
Upcoming IEEE and Statler Events

- **WV 2018 Science Bowl***

  *Friday, Feb 9, 8:00am-5:30pm | Mountainlair*

  With minimal commitment, participating as a volunteer at the WVSB is an excellent way to show how much you care about your community and to help inspire students who will be the next generation of scientists, researchers, and engineers.

  List of duties
  ○ Help with activities (such as setup or keeping score)

  [Signup](#) will be included in the Recap and next Weekly Update.
Upcoming IEEE and Statler Events

- **Student Activities Conference**
  
  *Friday, April 6th-Sunday, April 8th | Pittsburgh, PA*
  
  10 possible competitions
  
  - Teams of 2-4 students
  - Career Fair
  - Panels for professional development
  - 10 members + 1 counselor
  - 10 SAC hours minimum to attend

  [Signup](#) is on the website and will be included in the Recap and next Weekly Update.
Upcoming IEEE and Statler Events

- **Pittsburgh Section Representative**
  The IEEE Pittsburgh is looking for a new section representative
  - Looking for a motivated student that can represent the needs of the university at the section level
  - Requires a car or access to transportation that can drive to Pittsburgh

[Email me](mailto:) for details.
Projects
Store Management Team + EE Lab Kits

EE Lab Kits
Available on the IEEE Online Shop (visit ieee.orgs.wvu.edu)

- Basic Kit Rental $35/semester
- Full Kit Rental $50/semester
- Full Kit Purchase $95
- Rentals must be purchased with security deposit
- TELL YOUR FRIENDS! We only have limited stock
Scrum

Since our last meeting...

- What have you accomplished?
- What’s next for you to work on?
- Is there anything in your way and is there anyone who can help?
Slack Channels

Sign into these channels to join a project

#drone
#database
#eelabkits
#holidaylights
#jacobsladder
#teslacoil

wvuieee.slack.com
Questions?
Thank you!

Follow us!

[Social media links: WVU IEEE, @wvuieee, @WVUIEEE]